In order to accommodate with the high accuracy requirement of solar irradiance measurement, a new kind of heat flow equation in solar absolute radiometer is developed in this paper. The detailed solution procedure is present by using the method of separation of variables and principle of superposition. The applications of new equation are also investigated, too. The application in SIAR (Solar Irradiance Absolute Radiometer) shows that the ultimate theoretical value of time constant of SIAR is 18s which apparently smaller than the experimental result of 30s. The result agree with our expectation and helpful for the improvement of SIAR. The application in PMO6 shows that the new heat flow equation could deduced from the theory of double exponential function proposed by Gentile, which also proves the correctness of itself. 133 is the time function accurate for the temperature variation of heat sink, P is the input power, A is the cross section area of heat link, HL  is the thermal conductivity of heat link,  ,  and c are the total thermal conductivity , density and heat capacity of heat transfer system, respectively.
Introduction
Solar absolute radiometer is an electrical substitution radiometer which applied to monitor the variation of solar irradiance [1] [2] [3] . The main principle is using electrical substitution method to measure solar irradiance. Electrical power is applied initially to keep the temperature of cavity above that of heat sink in radiometer. When the shutter is opened that radiation falls on the cavity, an electronic feedback system is used to keep the cavity at the same temperature. Therefore, the electrical power reduced is equal to the radiant power which needed to be measured [4] [5] [6] .
Because of this measurement procedure, it is important to define the appropriate heat flow equation in solar absolute radiometer and predict the dynamic thermal response of the heat transfer system. The existing definition is a zero dimensional heat flow equation which proposed by Fox and Rice in 2005 [7] . It is convenient but also simply for solar irradiance measurement. However, with the development of solar radiometry and increasing requirement of high accuracy of solar absolute radiometer, it is necessary to put forward a new suitable heat flow equation.
In this paper, a new kind of one dimensional heat flow equation is developed to meet the requirement of measurement. In Section 2, we brief review of the heat flow equation proposed by Fox and Rice. In Section 3, we using the new simplified method and obtain the appropriate one dimensional heat flow equation
The applications for solar absolute radiometer are present in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion is present in Section 5 With the heat diffusion equation and Fourier's laws, and considering a homogeneous   medium within which there is no bulk motion, and temperature distribution   ) , , ( z y x T is expressed in Cartesian coordinates, the temperature distribution is given by [8] :
Brief Review of Zero Dimensional Heat Flow Equation
where t ,  and c are the time, density and specific heat,   is the rate at which the energy is generated by inner energy source per unit volume of the medium(W/m3),
is the thermal diffusivity, where  is the thermal conductivity of material. Materials of large  will respond quickly to changes in their thermal environment.
A simplified zero dimensional analysis method proposed by Fox and Rice is adopted to simulate this model, and then, the equation (1) is simplified as below:
while the   is consists of two parts:
where K is total thermal conductivity, 0 T is initial temperature, 0 P is composition heat power, and V is the volume.
Compiling equation (2) and (3), we obtain:
where C is heat capacity, and T  is the temperature difference between heat sink and cavity. Solving equation (4) with initial condition that temperature difference is zero in the first time. T  is given by:
where K C /   is the time constant, it means time consumed to reach ) / 1 1 ( e  , namely about 63%, times than the maximum temperature difference.
As time   , temperature difference T  approaches a maximum:
Therefore, the equation (5) is the given zero dimensional heat flow equation in solar irradiance radiometer. There is no geometrical boundary in zero dimensional modeling, and the spatial position makes no contribute to temperature distribution. The cavity, heat sink and heat links (three main component of solar irradiance radiometer) make up of the heat transfer system. This system is modeled as point elements (i.e. thermal mass) with heat capacity.
One Dimensional Heat Flow Function
It is convenient for using the equation (5) to predict the trend of thermal response of solar irradiance radiometer. However, it does not solve the current problem and obtain the enough information which we needed to know.
The Transformation of Heat Flow Function
In this way, we start with the one dimensional heat equation where 0  x denotes the position of the heat sink, and L x  ( L is the length of heat link) denotes that of the cavity. To accurate for the temperature variation of heat sink, we apply a time dependent function ) (t f at the boundary. With these conditions it is able to formulate the heat flow equation with a known initial value:
 and 0  t (7) Boundary conditions (BC)
We can use the transformation 
Using the transformation
accord with the requirement of partial deferential equation can be solved. Therefore, we define
and compile with equation (7) to deduce that:
Then, using the method of separation of variables [9] , and assume that:
Solving equation (18), we can obtain:
where g is an arbitrary constant. As compile equation (14) and (19), it can be deduced that:
(a) If  ＜0, then, the general solution of equation (21) is:
where A and B is arbitrary constants. Solving equation (23) with the boundary conditions from equation (22), it is suggested that the only solution is: A=B=0. So, the case (a)  ＜0 is wrong.
(b) If  =0, then, the general solution of equation (21) is:
, it can be deduced that B=0. Therefore, the case (b)  =0 is wrong, too.
(c) If  ＞0, then, the general solution of equation (21) is: 
Thus, the solution of equation (18) and (19) are given by:
, (k=0,1,2…) (28) Meanwhile, because of the principle of superposition [9] , it can be deduced that: (15), we obtained that: 
The New Heat Flow Equation
As attention before, the variable
then, we can obtain the one dimensional heat flow equation which we needed as:
Meanwhile, the temperature of cavity (which denoted as the position of L x  ) is described as:
where   is the new time constant of solar irradiance radiometer,
The solar absolute radiometer has been developed in Changchun Institute of Optics, Fine Mechanics and Physics (CIOMP) in China since 1990s. In order to establish accurate and stable TSI database, a new package, Solar Irradiance Absolute Radiometer (SIAR), was equipped on the FENGYUN-3A, FENGYUN-3B and FENGYUN-3C satellites launched on May 2008, November 2010 and September 2013, respectively [10] [11] [12] . The equation (35) and (36) are used to explain the dynamic thermal response of SIAR.
For example, the time constant is calculated by new definition with equation (36). Learn from the thermal response of cavity from Tang [4] , the real time constant of SIAR is approximately 30s. Meanwhile, the theoretical value of time constant calculated by equation (36) is 18.0s, where the thermophysical properties of materials are taken from the work of Wang et al [13] . The comparison result accommodate with our expectation. Because a kind of expoxy glue is used to agglutinate the heat sink, cavity and heat link together, which obviously increase the time constant of SIAR. The imperfect heat contact between each component also makes concentrate to the enhanced time constant. 
Figure 1. (a) New and (b) Previous Configuration of Heat Transfer System of SIAR
Therefore, we design a new configuration of heat transfer system of SIAR to reduce the time constant, as shown in Figure 1 (a), where Figure 1 (b) is the heat transfer system of SIAR used before. In Figure 1(a) , we add an earlap on the top of cavity, which improve the imperfect thermal contact between thermocouples and cavity. Because the thermocouples are designed to measure the temperature difference between cavity and heat sink by thermoelectric effect, we also change the heat transfer path from cavity to heat sink. It is changed from measure the difference between the left and right surface to top and bottom surface, which enhances the cross section area and advances the heat transfer efficiency. As a result, the new configuration of heat transfer system of SIAR leads to a measured time constant of about 20s, which is more suitable for the measurement of solar irradiance for SIAR.
The equilibrium temperature of cavity is also investigated by this equation, too. As attention before, this temperature can be denoted as 
, ( (38) A finite element model [5] is used to calculate the equilibrium temperature of cavity. The discrepancy, which is less than 0.86%, shows that the experimental results and numerical model agree well. Assuming that the temperature of heat sink is maintain at a constant value of 300K, then the equilibrium temperature of cavity is 300.846K in numerical model, and 300.843K by calculated with equation (38). The relative error of temperature difference between numerical model and calculated value is less than 0.35%, which proved the correctness of equation (35) and (36).
The Application in PMO6 (Physikalisch Meteologisches Observatorium Radiometer-6)
In order to improve the understanding of thermal characterization of solar absoluter radiometer, Gentile et al in National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) have ever developed a radiometer which called High Accuracy Cryogenic Radiometer (HACR) in Gaithersburg [14] . It is suggested that the temporal behavior of C V (the electrical signal of cavity, which can be regard as the temperature of cavity) is described by: 
Conclusion
Accurate measurement of solar irradiance requires meaningful selection of materials. In this paper, a new kind of heat flow equation of solar absolute radiometer is developed to improve the understanding of dynamic response of heat transfer system. It is shows that the new heat flow equation is more convenient and useful for researchers to predict the thermal response of cavity and select the materials.
The applications of new heat flow equation in solar absolute radiometers are investigated, too. The application in SIAR shows that there is a difference between ultimate value of time constant and that of experimental result, which reveal the way how to improving the configuration of SIAR. Meanwhile, the application in PMO6 shows that this new equation perfectly justifies the double exponential function form proposed by Gentile, which also proves the correctness of itself
